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Context

Graphs have been widely used for modelling connections between entities.
Accordingly, graph-based analytics are used in several contexts, including
detection of fraud and fake news as well as social network analysis. Regardless
of the application, one of the major challenges in graph analytics is to discover
paths of reasonable length and accuracy, which connect different entities.
However, the efficiency of graph analysis algorithms is affected not only
by the complexity of the search space, but also by the shape of the underlying data. Specifically, graphs are expected to work on top of heterogeneous
data sources, which are stored (a) in different formats, ranging from plain
text and multimedia to fully structured data, and, (b) in different locations,
where access might be constrained by a network connection. Compared to
standard analytical processing technologies, graph analytics require to maintain both the underlying data sources and the graph built on top of them,
whereas the organization of the data, naturally affects the performance of
graph processing [2, 3].
This PhD project is part of the SourcesSay AI chair, a four-year project
sponsored by the ANR (Agence nationale de la recherche) and DGA (Direction Générale de l’Armement), starting in 2020 within the CEDAR team
joint between Inria and Ecole Polytechnique1 . The project aims at storing,
analyzing, enriching and integrated datasets of various data models under a
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graph model; it builds upon ideas and software previously developed within
the ConnectionLens [4] research project2 .
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Objectives

The main goal of this research project is to provide a set of scalable storage
and indexing technologies, which should enable powerful analytics operations
on top of graphs built by ingesting heterogeneous data sources. The following
objectives should be attained:
1. Propose a database design which should efficiently support graph-based
queries.
2. Enable both in-memory and disk-based data storage and retrieval, in
particular developing a buffer pool mechanism which should fit the
requirements of graph-based queries.
3. Propose data compression and indexing technologies which improve the
performance of graph queries, given the restrictions on the different
data layouts and storage locations.
4. Enhance existing query planning and optimization technologies by extending them to support operators for distributed graph processing over
heterogeneous data; these techniques should in particular cope with the
very heterogeneous nature of the graphs built in the project.
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Approach

The fundamental idea of this PhD thesis project is to create data processing
pipelines across different settings (scale-up, scale-out, in-memory, hybrid,
etc.) which maximize the overlap between processing and data manipulations, like transformations and transfers. Given that the graph co-exists
with the underlying heterogeneous data, techniques that have been applied
in modern online analytical engines, like column-oriented storage layout [5]
and late materialization [1, 9] as well as their combination [6] will be investigated. Further, state-of-the-art indexing techniques like [7] and [8] will also
be considered.
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This project will innovate at both the query optimization and the query
execution level, while taking advantage of the hardware available in modern
CPUs, main memories, disks and network adapters. Accordingly, the successful candidate is expected to develop hardware-aware solutions, leveraging
the intrinsic functionality provided by the underlying hardware. The software developed in the context of this project is expected to span from the
operating system to the applications facing the end user.
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